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A CATEGORIFICATION OF A CYCLOTOMIC HECKE ALGEBRA
A. OBLOMKOV AND L. ROZANSKY
Abstract. We propose a categorification of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra in terms of the
equivariant K-theory of the framed matrix factorizations. The construction generalizes the
earlier construction of the authors for a categorification of the finite Hecke algebra of type
A. We also explain why our construction provides a faithful realization of the Hecke algebras
and discuss a geometric realization of the Jucys-Murphy subalgebra.
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2 A. OBLOMKOV AND L. ROZANSKY
1. Introduction
In this paper we expand the approach of [1] and [2] in order to categorify the cyclotomic
Hecke algebra with the help of a special category of matrix factorizations.
1.1. Hecke algebras. Fix a positive integer n. The affine braid group on n strands Braffn is
generated by elements σ1, . . . , σn´1 and ∆n with a pictorial presentation
σi “
i`1 in 1
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, ∆n “
n 1
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(strands are indexed from the right to the left) modulo the braid relations
σi σi`1 σi “ σi`1 σi σi`1, i “ 1, n´ 2,(1.1)
σi σj “ σj σi, |i´ j| ą 1.(1.2)
and the affine relations
σn´1 ∆n σn´1 ∆n “ ∆n σn´1 ∆n σn´1,(1.3)
σi ∆n “ ∆n σi, i ă n´ 1,(1.4)
The ordinary braid group Brn is the quotient of Br
aff
n modulo the relation ∆n “ 1. The
homomorphism is induced by forgetting the flag pole in the above picture and we use notation
fgt for the quotient map.
The affine Hecke algebra Haffn is defined as a group ring Crq
˘1spBraffn q modulo the Hecke
relations
(1.5) pσi ´ qqpσi ` q
´1q “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
Fix a positive integer r and introduce r variables a “ pa1, . . . , arq. The cyclotomic Hecke
algebra Hctn,r is defined as the quotient of Crq
˘1,aspBraffn q modulo the affine Hecke relations
and the cyclotomic relation
(1.6) p∆n ´ a1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p∆n ´ arq “ 0.
To summarize, we have the following diagram
(1.7)
Braffn Brn
Haffn H
ct
n,r
fgt
κ
κct
κ
fgt
where κct :“ fgt ˝ κ and the dashed arrow appears only in the special case of r “ 1 when
Hctn,1 “ Hn. Moreover, for r
1 ă r consider a1 Ă a, a1 “ pa1, . . . ar1q. Then there is an obvious
homomorphism fgtr
1
r : H
ct
n,r Ñ H
ct
n,r1 with the properties fgt
r2
r1 ˝ fgt
r1
r “ fgt
r2
r and fgt
r1
r ˝ fgt
r “
fgtr
1
.
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1.2. A categorification of the affine Hecke algebra. We use the following standard nota-
tions: G “ GLpn,Cq is a group of nˆn non-degenerate matrices; g “ glpn,Cq is its Lie algebra
presented by nˆn matrices; B Ă G is the Borel subgroup presented by upper-triangular non-
degenerate matrices; b Ă g is the Borel subalgebra presented by upper-triangular matrices;
n Ă b is the nilpotent radical presented by strictly upper-triangular matrices.
We present a cotangent bundle over a flag variety B “ G{B as another B-quotient: T˚B “
pG ˆ nq{B, where B acts as follows: b ¨ pg, Y q “ pgb´1,AdbY q. The moment map of the G
action µ : T˚B Ñ g takes the form µpg, Y q “ AdgY . We define an associated function
W¯ : gˆ T˚B Ñ C, W¯ pX, g, Y q “ TrpXAdgY q.
All varieties appearing in our construction have an action of the ‘pq, tq-torus’ Tqt “ C
˚
qˆC
˚
t .
Tqt acts on g (and b) and on the fibers of cotangent bundles T
˚B: pa, bq¨X “ a2X, pa, bq¨Y “
a´2b2Y .
Our main category MFn has several equivalent presentations as a category of equivariant
matrix factorizations. In [1] we strive to define the category of matrix factorizations:
(1.8) MFn “MF
Tqt
G
`
gˆ T˚Bˆ T˚B; W¯2 ´ W¯1
˘
,
where W¯1 and W¯2 are functions associated with the first and of the second factors of T
˚B.
The G-equivariance is reduced to B-equivariance by rotating the first flag to the standard
position: MFn –MF
Tqt
B
`
gˆ nˆ T˚B; W¯2 ´ TrpXY1q
˘
. The matrix Y1 is bilinearly coupled
with the strictly lower-diagonal part of the matrix X in the term TrpXY1q, hence the Kno¨rrer
periodicity allows us to remove the factor of n while reducing g to b:
MFn –MF
Tqt
B
`
bˆ T˚B; W¯ q.
Finally, invoking the quotient presentation of T˚B we come to a category of BˆB-equivariant
matrix factorizations over an affine variety X¯2:
(1.9) MFn –MF
Tqt
BˆB
`
X¯2; W¯
˘
1, X¯2 “ bˆGˆ n.
The index 2 in X¯2 reminds of the presence of two factors of T
˚B in the original defini-
tion (1.8). These factors allow us to define the monoidal structure of the category MFn
through a ‘bimodule-like’ convolution, and we define in [1] a homomorphism from the affine
braid group on n strands:
Φaff : Braffn ÑMFn.
Moreover, we expect that MFn categorifies the n-strand affine Hecke algebra H
aff
n and the
C˚q -equivariant K-theory of MFn is isomorphic to H
aff
n . It is shown in [1, Theorem 14.2] that
the homomorphism Φaff is a part of a commutative diagram
Braffn MFn
Haffn KC˚qˆC˚a pMFnq
Φaff
κ K
φaff
Here κ is the quotient homomorphism which imposes quadratic Hecke relations, while K is
the K-theory functor. In this paper we show that the homomorphism φaff is injective.
1The only category that is rigorously defined in our earlier papers is the categoryMF
Tqt
BˆBpX¯2, W¯ q, discussion
here is a geometric motivation for the definition of the latter category in [1].
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1.3. Framing. A transition from the affine Hecke algebra Haffn to the ordinary Hecke algebra
Hn was achieved in [1, 2] through the introduction of a one-dimensional framing. In order to
reach the cyclotomic Hecke algebra Hctn,r, we consider an r-dimensional framing. Namely, we
consider an nˆ r-dimensional vector space of linear maps
Vr “ HompC
r,Cnq.
The group G acts on Vr through its natural action on C
n. In addition, we consider the
‘a-torus’ Ta “ C
˚
a1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ C˚ar acting on Vr through its natural action on C
r. Denote the
combined torus Tˆ “ Tqt ˆ Ta.
A triple pX,Y, vq P gˆ gˆ Vr is called stable, if
(1.10) CxX,Y y vpCrq “ Cn.
Define the stable subvariety pg ˆ T˚B ˆ T˚B ˆ Vrqstab by the condition that both triples
pX,µ1, vq and pX,µ2, vq are stable, and consider a ‘framed’ version of the category MFn:
MFTˆG
`
pgˆ T˚Bˆ T˚Bˆ Vrqstab; W¯2 ´ W¯1
˘
.
The rigorously defined category realizing such category is an equivariant category of matrix
factorizations over the stable framed version of X¯2:
X¯
fr
2,r “
 
pX, g, Y, vq P X¯2 ˆ Vr | pX,AdgY, vq is stable
(
,(1.11)
MFfrn,r :“MF
Tˆ
BˆB
`
X¯ fr2,r; W¯
˘
.(1.12)
The framing forgetting map fgt : X¯ fr2,r Ñ X¯2 induces a pull-back functor fgt
˚ : MFn Ñ
MFfrn,r.
Theorem 1.3.1. The framing forgetting functor fgt˚ commutes with the convolution of matrix
factorizations.
This theorem allows us to define a homomorphism Φct : Braffn Ñ MF
fr
n,r, which is a com-
position of Φaff and fgt˚:
Braffn MFn MF
fr
n,r
Φaff
Φct
fgt˚
Theorem 1.3.2. There exists a homomorphism
(1.13) φct : Hctn,r ÝÑ KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,rq
such that the following diagram is commutative:
(1.14)
Braffn MF
fr
n,r
Hctn,r KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,rq
Φct
κct K
φct
If r “ 1 then homomorphism φct is injective.
The injectivity argument in the last theorem could be easily expanded to the case of general
r, the details will appear elsewhere. However we expect stronger statement to be true:
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Conjecture 1.3.3. The homomorphism φct is an isomorphism.
The diagram (1.14) is a part of a larger commutative cube
(1.15)
Braffn MFn
Brn MF
fr
n,r
Haffn KC˚qˆC˚a pMFnq
Hctn,r KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,rq
Φaff
κ
fgt Φct
κct
K
fgt˚
κ
Φ
φaff
fgt
φct
K
in which the dashed arrows appear only when r “ 1. This case is special, because various
pieces of evidence compel us to promote the results of [1] to the
Conjecture 1.3.4. There is an isomorphism of monoidal categories
HpSnq »MF
fr
n,1.
The LHS of the conjecture is the Hecke category that has many incarnations, the most
algebraic of which is the category SBimn of Soergel bimodules [3].
A categorification of the chain of homomorphisms fgtr
1
r : H
ct
r Ñ H
ct
r1 can be added to the
diagram (1.15):
Braffn MFn
MFfrn,r
MFfrn,r1
Haffn KC˚qˆC˚a pMFnq
Hctn,r KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,rq
Hctn,r1 KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,r1q
Φaff
κ
Φct
κct
K
fgt˚
pfgtr
1
r q
˚
φaff
fgt
φct
fgtr
1
r
K
K
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1.4. Two functors. The method of proof is of interest in its own right because it clarifies
the connection between our work and the work of Gorsky, Negut and Rasmussen [4]. Indeed,
above mentioned work revolves around the study of the K-theory of the nested Hilbert scheme,
FHilbnpCq in notations of [4].
The flag Hilbert scheme FHilbn is the r “ 1 case of the flag instanton moduli space FMr,n.
Consider an affine spaceĄFMfreer,n “  pX,Y, vq P bˆ bˆ Vr | pX,Y, vq is stable(
which is a subscheme of X¯ fr2,r defined by the equation g “ 1. A subscheme
ĄFMr,n ĂĄFMfreer,n is
defined by the commutativity condition rX,Y s “ 0. The flag instanton moduli space FMr,n
and the ‘free’ flag instanton moduli space FMfreer,n are defined as quotients of ‘tilded’ spaces by
the action of the Borel subgroup Bn:
FMr,n “ĄFMr,n{Bn, FMfreer,n “ĄFMfreer,n {Bn.
The space FMfreer,n is smooth, so the category D
Tˆ pFMfreer,n q of two-periodic complexes of
coherent sheaves2 is well-behaved. In contrast, the space FMr,n is very singular, and we
define the category DTˆ pFMr,nq as a subcategory of objects of D
Tˆ pFMfreer,n q with the relevant
support condition, see subsection 3.1.
In section 3 we construct two functors:
ı˜˚ : DTˆ pFMfreer,n q ÑMF
Tˆ
B2pX¯
fr
2,r, W¯ q, ı˜˚ :MF
Tˆ
B2pX¯
fr
2,r, W¯ q Ñ D
Tˆ pFMr,nq.
The tensor product of sheaves provides the category DTˆ pFMfreer,n q with monoidal structure.
Theorem 1.4.1. The functor ı˜˚ is monoidal and for any vector bundle E and complex of
sheaves C on FMfreer,n we have
ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚pE b Cq “ E b p˜ı˚ ˝ ı˜
˚pCqq .
1.5. Outline of the proof. Let us use notation ∆i, i “ 1, . . . , n for the Bernstein-Lusztig
elements of the affine braid group and δi are their images in the finite braid groups and Hecke
algebras. The latter are also known as Jucys-Murphy elements. As it is shown in [2], the
geometric counter-part of the Berstein-Lusztig elements are the line bundles Li over X¯2:
Φaffp∆iq “ Li.
We use the same notation for the corresponding line bundles over the spaces X¯ fr2,r and FMr,n.
In particular, we have
φrpδiq “ i˜˚pLiq.
A commutative subalgebra JMctn,r Ă H
ct
n,r generated by the Jucys-Murphy elements δi has
a special basis. The algebra Hctn,r is semisimple:
Hctn,r “ ‘iPIGLpViq,
where I is the set of irreducible representations of the group Sn ˙ Z
n
r and Vi are the cor-
responding vector spaces. The vector space Vi has a natural basis v
j
i , j “ 1, . . . , di, which
we describe later, and δi;j P GLpViq is the diagonal matrix unit corresponding to the vector
2Although the complexes are two-periodic, they still have a homological Z-grading (rather than only a
Z2-grading) coming from the weights of the action of C
˚
t .
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v
j
i . It is well-known that the algebra JM
ct
n,r is isomorphic to the subalgebra generated by the
elements δi;j. Let us denote the set of pairs pi; jq, i P I, j “ 1, . . . , di by I.
The locus FMTˆr,n Ă FMr,n invariant with respect to the Tˆ -action is zero-dimensional and
its points are naturally indentified with the elements of the set I. The scheme FMr,n has a
Tˆ -equivariant affine cover: FMr,n “
Ť
pi;jqPI Upi;jq. Its charts Upi;jq are intersections of the
affine charts Api;jq of FM
free
r,n . Let us denote by rOApi;jqs the corresponding class in K-theory
KC˚pFM
free
r,n q. Our main technical result is
Theorem 1.5.1. For every pi; jq we have a non-zero Cpi;jq P Qrq
˘1,as such that
ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚prOApi;jqsq “ Cpi;jq ¨ ı˜˚pφ
rpδpi;jqqq.
In this paper we treat the case r “ 1 of the above theorem. In this case the combinatorics
of the affine cover is studied in the previous papers [1, 2] and we rely on the results from
these papers. For the general r the construction of the cover is analogous but we postpone
the detailed description for future publication.
Thus the restriction φr|JMctn,r is an injective homomorphism and the standard argument
implies that the homomorphism φr is also injective. We expect that the surjectivity of the
homomorphism follows from the variation of the localization theory and we hope to return
to this part of the theory in our future publications.
The functors ı˜˚, ı˜
˚ should be compared to the same-named functors of [4]. The key prop-
erties of the functors from our paper mimic the conjectural properties of the functors from
[4] and it is very tempting to find a direct link to the setting of our previous paper [1]. The
key step would be a functor between our support-defined derived category D
Tˆ
pFM1,nq and
the coherent DG category of FM1,n “ FHilbnpC
2q from [4]. In section 5 we discuss potential
challenges of constructing such functor and describe a second order approximation to this
functor.
Let us briefly discuss the structure of the text. In the section 2 we recall the main construc-
tions of [1] concerning the convolution algebra structure on the category of matrix factoriza-
tions. We explain why our earlier constructions from [1] work in the case of higher dimesional
framing and show that after passing to K-theory we obtain a homomorphism from the cy-
clotomic Hecke algebra to the convolution algebra of matrix factorizations. In the section 3
we construct the functors ı˜˚, ı˜
˚ and prove theorem 1.4.1. In the section 4 we explain the
geometry behind the JW projectors and prove injectivity part of theorem 1.3.2. Finally, in
the section 5 we discuss a relation between the dg scheme structure of the flag Hilbert scheme
and the matrix factorizations that we study.
Acknowledgements: L.R. is very thankful to D. Arinkin and I. Losev for many illuminat-
ing discussions. A.O. is very thankful to R. Bezrukavnikov and A. Negut¸ for many illuminating
discussions. A.O. was partially supported by NSF CAREER grant DMS-1352398.
2. Convolution Algebras
In this section we recall the construction for the convolution algebra from [1] and explain
why the pull-back map fgt˚ is the algebra homeomorphism. We recall all necessary results
from [1, 2]. Finally, we provide a proof for the Hecke relation inside our K-theoretic model.
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2.1. Affine Braid group realization. As explained in [1], the category MFn of (1.9) has
a natural convolution product. An object F PMFn is a quadruple
pM,D, Bl, Brq
where M is Z2-graded CrX¯2s-module and D is an endomorphism of M such that D
2 “ W¯ ;
Br, Bl : HomCrX¯2spM b Λ
‚n,M b Λă‚nq such that
Dtot “ D ` Bl ` Br ` dCE, D
2
tot “ W¯ ,
with dCE : M bUpn
2qbΛ‚pn2q ÑM bUpn2qbΛ‚´1pn2q Chevalley-Eilenberg differential; we
also impose T 2 Ă B2-equivariance condition on all maps in the data of F PMFn; for details
see [1, section 3.4].
The space
X¯3 :“ bˆG
2 ˆ n
has a natural B3-equivariant structure [1, section 5.3] and there are maps p¯iij : X¯3 Ñ X¯2,
see [1, section 5.3]. The maps p¯i12, p¯i23 are not equivariant with respect to the middle B
in the product B3 but there is a natural way to endow the pull-back p¯i˚12 b p¯i
˚
23pF b Gq,
F ,G PMFn with B
3-equivariant structure [1, section 5.4], we denote this enhanced pull-back
as p¯i˚12pFq bB p¯i
˚
23pGq. It is shown in [1, corollary 5.7] that the binary operation:
F ‹¯G :“ p¯i13˚
´
CEnp2qpp¯i
˚
12 bB p¯i
˚
23qpF b Gq
T p2q
¯
defines an associative product on MFn.
In [1, section 7.3] we define matrix factorizations C¯
pkq
˘ P MFn k “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, which
represent elementary braids. It is shown in [1, sections 9,10] that these matrix factorizations
indeed satisfy the braid relations:
C¯
piq
` ‹¯C¯
pi`1q
` ‹¯C¯
piq
` „ C¯
pi`1q
` ‹¯C¯
piq
` ‹¯C¯
pi`1q
` ,
C¯
piq
` ‹¯C¯
piq
´ „ C¯‖
where „ is an explicit homotopy and C¯‖ is the unit in the convolution algebra.
In [2, section 3] we prove
Theorem 2.1.1. There is a homomorphism:
Φaff : Braffn Ñ pMFn, ‹¯q.
Given a matrix factorization C in MFn and two characters ξ, τ : B Ñ C
˚ we define the
twisted matrix factorization Cxξ, τy to be the matrix factorization CbCξbCτ . In these terms
we have
Theorem 2.1.2. [2] For any i “ 1, . . . , n we have
Φaffp∆iq “ Φ
affp1qxχi, 0y.
The mutually commuting Bernstein-Lusztig (BL) elements ∆i P Br
aff
n are defined as follows:
(2.1) ∆i “ σi ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σn´1∆nσn´1σn´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σi.
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2.2. Hecke homomorphism. In order to define the convolution in the category MFfrn,r
of (1.12), we have to introduce a stable framed version X¯ fr3,r of the ‘triple’ variety X¯3. The
projections p¯iij extend naturally to
(2.2) p¯iij : X¯3 ˆ Vr Ñ X¯2 ˆ Vr
providing a definition of the convolution on the category MFTˆB2
`
X¯2 ˆ Vr, W¯
˘
.
We define the stable framed triple variety X¯ fr3,r as an open subset of X¯3 ˆ Vr which is an
intersection of pre-images of the maps (2.2):
X¯ fr3,r :“ p¯i
´1
12 pX¯
fr
2,rq X p¯i
´1
23 pX¯
fr
2,rq X p¯i
´1
13 pX¯
fr
2,rq.
Using the restrictions of the pull-backs and push-forwards on the open sets we define the
convolution structure on the category MFfrn,r. Moreover the pull-back along the inclusion
map fgt : X¯ fr2,r Ñ X¯2,r respect the convolution:
Lemma 2.2.1. The pull-back map fgt˚ is a homomorphism of the convolution algebras.
Proof. For r “ 1 the statement is shown in [1, lemma 12.2], the case of general r is analogous.
Indeed, according to the [1, lemma 12.3] we need to analyze the behavior of the critical locus
X¯ crit2,r , which is defined by the ideal I
crit of partial derivatives of W¯ . We need to show that
p¯i´113 pX¯
fr
2,rq X p¯i
´1
12 pX¯
fr,crit
2,r q X p¯i
´1
32 pX¯
fr,crit
2,r q “ p¯i
´1
13 pX¯
fr
2,rq X p¯i
´1
12 pX¯
crit
2,r q X p¯i
´1
32 pX¯
crit
2,r q.
The argument identical to the one from [1, lemma 12.2] implies the equality. 
The trivial line bundle over ĄFMr,n twisted by the Bn-character χk descends to the line
bundle over FMr,n which we denote Lk. We also use the same notation Lk for the element
C‖xχi, 0y and we also use notation O for C‖. The torus C
˚
a
acts on X¯ fr2,r and we use notation
ai¨ for the operation on MF
fr
n,r that twist matrix factorizations by the i-th character of Ca.
The homomorphism fgt : Braffn Ñ Brn from the top line of the diagram (1.7) maps the
Bernstein-Lusztig elements of Braffn to the Jucys-Murphy elements of Brn:
fgtp∆nq “ 1, fgtp∆iq “ δi, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
In the case r “ 1 we show in [2, section 3] that the top square of the cube (1.15) commutes.
For general r we can not draw the analogous cube because there is no obvious analog of Brn
for higher r. The best approximation to the commuting square from above is
Proposition 2.2.2. For any r there is a homotopy equivalence in category MFfrn,r:
KosrLn
vnÝÑ ‘ri“1ai ¨Os „ 0,
where vn is the vector of the last coordinates of v at the point pX, g, Y, vq P X¯
fr
2,r and Kos is
the Koszul complex.
Proof. The statement follows from the observation that the LHS of the homotopy equivalence
is the Koszul complex for the skyscraper sheaf at φn “ 0: by our definition X¯2,fr,r we have
φn ‰ 0. 
The K-theoretic version of the statement is the polynomial equation
(2.3)
rź
i“1
pLn ´ aiq “ 0,
hence we prove
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Theorem 2.2.3. There is a natural homomorphism of algebras φct : Hctn,r Ñ KC˚qˆC˚a pMF
fr
n,rq
which makes the square (1.14) commutative.
Proof of theorem 1.3.2. The relations (1.1)-(1.4) define the affine braid group, and it is shown
in [1] and [2] that they are satisfied by the corresponding matrix factorizations ofMFn. Hence
by lemma 2.2.1 these relations also hold for the corresponding matrix factorizations ofMFfrn,r.
It is shown in [1, section 14.2] that the Hecke relation (1.5) is satisfied in K-theory. Finally,
the cyclotomic relation (1.6) is exactly the relation (2.3).

3. Functors ı˜˚ and ı˜
˚
In this section we define the categories DTˆ pFMr,nq, D
Tˆ pFMfreer,n q and the functors ı˜˚ and ı˜
˚
relating them to MFfrn,r. We show that these functors satisfy the projection formula and ı˜˚
is monoidal.
3.1. Quotient spaces and categories. The space ĄFMfreer,n is an open subset of the smooth
space. Moreover, the unipotent group U Ă B acts freely on this subset:
Proposition 3.1.1. The group U acts freely on ĄFMfreer,n .
Proof. If a point pX,Y, vq has a non-trivial stabilizer then there is a non-zero strictly upper-
triangular matrix Z P n such that
rX,Zs “ rY,Zs “ 0, Zv “ 0.
Its kernel kerZ Ă Cn is a proper subspace which contains the image of v and is preserved by
X,Y . Hence CxX,Y yvpV q Ă kerZ, which contradicts the stability condition. 
Thus the quotient ĄFMfreer,n {U is free. In the case r “ 1 the smoothness was shown by an
explicit construction of the smooth charts in [5]. These charts have analogs for general r and
we discuss them in a forthcoming paper.
The maximal torus T Ă B acts on the quotient ĄFMfreer,n {U . We define χ : T Ñ C˚ to be the
determinant of a (diagonal) matrix. The trivial bundle on the quotient ĄFMfreer,n {U with the
equivariant structure defined by χ provides a polarization for the quotient and we consider the
GIT quotient
`ĄFMfreer,n {U˘{{χT . This quotient is smooth in view of the following proposition:
Proposition 3.1.2. Every point of ĄFMfreer,n {U is GIT stable.
Proof. If a point pX,Y, vq is not stable then there is a one parameter subgroup η : C˚ Ñ T ,
t ÞÑ ηptq “ ptk1 , . . . , tknq, such that
ř
i ki ă 0 and the limit limtÑ0 ηptqpX,Y, vq exists. Let us
denote by V´ the span of the vectors ej P C
n with kj ă 0 and by V` is the span of vectors ej
with kj ě 0. Then the image of v is a subspace of V` and X,Y P EndpV`q ‘ EndpV´q hence
CxX,Y yvpV q Ă V`. Because of the assumption on η, the subspace V` is proper contradicting
the stability condition. 
Thus the space FMfreer,n :“
`ĄFMfreer,n {U˘{{χT is smooth and we denote by DTˆ pFMfreer,n q the
derived category of the two-periodic complexes of Tˆ -equivariant coherent sheaves on FMfreer,n .
There are two homology functors Heven{odd which assign to a complex pC‚, d‚q P D
Tˆ pFMfreer,n q
the sheaves on FMfreer,n : H
evenpC‚, d‚q “ ker deven{ Im dodd andH
oddpC‚, d‚q “ ker dodd{ Im deven.
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The defining ideal Ir,n Ă C
“ĄFMfreer,n ‰ for the subvariety ĄFMr,n is B-equivariant, hence it acts
on objects of DTˆ pFMfreer,n q. Define the category D
Tˆ pFMr,nq as a subcategory of D
Tˆ pFMfreer,n q
consisting of complexes pC‚, d‚q such that the action of the elements of Ir,n is homotopic to
zero. In particular, for the objects of DTˆ pFMr,nq the homology H
even{oddpC‚, d‚q is scheme-
theoretically supported on FMr,n Ă FM
free
r,n .
Analogous construction in K-theoretic setting was used in the book [6] and in paper [7]
to study coherent sheaves on the Steinberg variety. The category DTˆ pFMr,nq has a natural
monoidal structure induced by the tensor product in the category DTˆ pFMfreer,n q.
3.2. Trace functor. Denote
X¯
fr
2,rpBq “ X¯
fr
2,r X bˆB ˆ nˆ Vr.
There is a natural map p : X¯ fr2,rpBq Ñ
ĄFMfreer,n which is defined by
ppX, g, Y, φq “ pAdgpXq, Y, φq.
The projection p induces the functor p˚ : DTˆB
`ĄFMfreer,n ˘Ñ DTˆB2`X¯ fr2,rpBq˘.
On the other hand the embedding iB : X¯
fr
2,rpBq Ñ X¯
fr
2,r satisfies conditions of the construc-
tion of the equivariant push forward from [1, section 3.7]. Hence there is a well-defined
functor:
iB˚ : D
Tˆ
B2
`
X¯
fr
2,rpBq
˘
ÑMFTˆB2
`
X¯
fr
2,r, W¯
˘
.
Since the space FMfreer,n is a quotient of ĄFMfreer,n by the action of B, there is a corresponding
functor
qt : DTˆB
`ĄFMfreer,n ˘Ñ DTˆ pFMfreer,n q
Finally, since qt is an isomorphism, we can define a functor ı˜˚ :“ iB˚ ˝ p
˚ :
ı˜˚ : DTˆ pFMfreer,n q ÑMF
Tˆ
B2
`
X¯
fr
2,r, W¯
˘
.
Similar to the discussion in the previous section we define a subcategory DTˆ pFMr,nq of the
category DTˆ pFMfreer,n q consisting of complexes with a homotopy connecting action of Ir,n with
0.
Let us also recall the construction of the functor ı˜˚ from [1]. The short outline of the
construction for r “ 1 is available in [2, section 1.3]. In the special case of r “ 1 the functor
produces an isotopy invariant of the closure of the braid [1]. Let je be an embedding
je : ĄFMfreer,n Ñ X¯ fr2,r, jepX,Y, φq “ pX, e, Y, φq.
Then the functor ı˜˚ is defined to be a pull-back j
˚
e . The functor lands in the category
DTˆ pFMr,nq:
ı˜˚ : MF
Tˆ
B2
`
X¯ fr2,r, W¯
˘
Ñ DTˆ pFMr,nq.
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3.3. Proof of theorem 1.4.1. The variety ĄFMfreer,n Ă X¯ fr2,r is the zero locus of the ideal
I∆ Ă Crb ˆ G ˆ ns with the generators gij , i ą j. The generators form a regular sequence
and the Koszul complex KW¯ pI∆q PMF
Tˆ
B2pX¯n,rq is the unit 1n in the convolution algebra [1,
section 7.1]. Thus for any pair of vector bundles E,F on FMfreer,n we have
ı˜˚pEq‹¯ı˜˚pF q “ ı˜˚pE b F q
because 1n‹¯1n “ 1n. Since general sheaf on FM
free
r,n have a finite projective resolution, the
previous observation implies that the functor ı˜˚ is monoidal.
The last statement of the theorem follows immediately from the construction of the functors
ı˜˚, ı˜
˚.
4. Geometry of JW projectors
In this section we show the injectivity of the homomorphism φ. As a by-product of our
proof we provide a geometric construction for the JW projectors in the Hecke algebra. First
we recall algebraic properties of the JW projectors.
4.1. Inductive construction of the quasi-projectors. The Jucys-Murphy subalgebra of
the (ordinary) Hecke algebra JMn Ă Hn has a basis of idempotents, whose elements are
labelled by standard Young tableaux. A tableaux τ of size n is a Young diagram with squares
labeled by elements of the set t1, . . . , nu, the labels increasing along the rows and columns. In
particular, for a standard Young tableau τ P SYTn the union of squares with labels smaller
or equal k is a Young diagram of size k, and we denote this (sub-)diagram as Dkpτq.
The outer corners of a Young diagram λ is the set of squares Cpλq such that if l P Coutpλq
then the union λYl is a Young diagram. The content of a square l is the difference of the
row number and the column number:
cplq “ rowplq ´ colplq.
The algebra JMn is generated by the JM elements δi, i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1. To a tableau τ we
attach the following polynomial of JM elements:
(4.1) Qτ “
n´1ź
k“1
ś
lPCoutpDkq
pδn´k ´ q
2cplqq
pδn´k ´ q2cplkqq
,
where lk is the square with the label k and Dk “ Dkpτq.
Proposition 4.1.1. [8] The elements Qτ , τ P SYTn form a Cpqq basis of JMn. The elements
QT are quasi-idempotent and
δn´k ¨Qτ “ q
2cplkqQτ ,
where lk is the box the label k.
The proposition also implies that the elements Qτ are proportional to the diagonal matrix
elements in the decomposition:
(4.2) Hn “
à
iPI
GLpViq,
where the sum is over the set I of irreducible representations of Sn.
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4.2. Sheaves on the flag Hilbert scheme. In this section we define and discuss the cat-
egory DTˆ pFMr,nq in the simplest case r “ 1, the case of general r is similar and will be
discussed elsewhere.
We use notation FHilbfreen for FM
free
1,n to make our notation close to both [1] and [4]. It is
shown in [1, section 13.1] that the space FHilbfreen has a B-equvariant affine cover. The details
of the cover are discussed in [5] where we introduce a natural labeling set NSn for the affine
charts: an affine space AS corresponding to a label AS, S P NSn.
The standard Young tableaux form a subset SYTn Ă NSn, and the union
ASYTn :“
ď
τPSYTnĂNSn
Aτ ,
is an neighborhood of FHilbn inside FHilb
free
n , see [5, section 6]. The key property of ASYTn
is that the C˚q -invariant locus
`
ASYTn
˘C˚q is zero-dimesional.
The Tqt-fixed locus inside FHilbn is equal to the C
˚
q -fixed locus and it is zero-dimesional.
A point of of
`
FHilbn
˘C˚q is a chain of monomial ideals:
I1 Ą I2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą In,
with dimpCrx, ys{Inq “ n. The quotient Ik{Ik`1 is spanned by a monomial x
ikyjk . The points
pik, jkq, 1 ď k ď n determine a standard Young tableaux. Thus the fixed points
`
FHilbn
˘C˚q
are naturally labeled by the standard Young tableaux and we denote by I‚,τ , τ P SYTn the
corresponding chain of ideals.
Each affine space Aτ , τ P SY Tn has the chain I‚,τ as its C
˚
q -fixed center. The weight of
the C˚q -action on the stalk of Li is 2cplkq where lk P τ is the square labelled by k in the
tableaux τ . The variety Aτ is an affine space, hence there is a relaiton in K
`
FHilbfreen
˘
:
rLi bOAT s “ q
2cplkq ¨ rAT s.
4.3. Induction functors. Before we proceed to the proof of the theorem 2.2.3 let us recall the
induction functor from [1]. Denote for brevity Gn “ GLpnq. The Lie algebra of the standard
parabolic subgroup Pk Ă Gn is generated by the Borel subalgebra b and by the under-diagonal
elements Ei`1,i, i ‰ k. Define X¯2pPkq :“ bˆPkˆn and denote X¯2pGnq “ X¯2 in order to make
the n-dependence explicit. There is a natural embedding i¯k : X¯2pPkq Ñ X¯2pGnq and a natural
projection p¯k : X¯2pPkq Ñ X¯2pGkq ˆ X¯2pGn´kq. The embedding i¯k satisfies the conditions for
existence of the push-forward functor for matrix factorizations with the potential W¯ and we
define the induction functor:
indk :“ i¯k˚ ˝ p¯
˚
k :MF
Tˆ
B2
k
pX¯2pGkq, W¯ q ˆMF
Tˆ
B2
n´k
pX¯2pGn´kq, W¯ q ÑMF
Tˆ
B2n
pX¯2pGnq, W¯ q
The stability condition (1.10) defines an open subspace X¯ fr2 pPkq Ă bˆPkˆnˆC
n. A natural
projection map p¯k : X¯
fr
2 pPkq Ñ X¯2pGkqˆX¯
fr
2 pGn´kq and an embedding i¯k : X¯
fr
2 pPkq Ñ X¯
fr
2 pGnq
define the induction functor:
indk :“ i¯k˚ ˝ p¯
˚
k : MF
Tˆ
B2
k
`
X¯2pGkq, W¯
˘
ˆMFTˆ
B2
n´k
`
X¯ fr2 pGn´kq, W¯
˘
ÑMFTˆB2n
`
X¯ fr2 pGnq, W¯
˘
It is shown in [1, proposition 6.2] that the functor indk is the homomorphism of the con-
volution algebras:
indkpF1 b F2q‹¯indkpG1 b G2q “ indkpF1‹¯G2 b F2‹¯G2q.
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4.4. Proof of theorem 1.5.1. We proceed by induction on n.
Consider a projection
pi : FHilbfreen Ñ FHilb
free
n´1
which acts by removing the top rows of the matrices X,Y P b and the top entry of the vector
v P Cn. It induces a pull-back functor pi˚ : DTˆ pFHilbfreen´1q Ñ D
Tˆ pFHilbfreen´1q. We define an
associated functor
pi‚ : DTˆ pFHilbn´1q Ñ D
Tˆ pFHilbnq.
A pull-back pi˚pCq of a complex C P DTˆ pFHilbn´1q is a complex of sheaves on FHilb
free
n with
the homological support at pi´1pFHilbn´1q. The flag Hilbert scheme FHilbn is a subvariety
of pi´1pFHilbn´1q defined by zeroes of the functions
fipX,Y q :“ rX,Y s1,i, i “ 2, . . . , n,
where X P b, Y P n are the coordinates on FHilbfreen . Thus we define
pi‚pCq :“ pi˚pCq b
˜
nâ
i“2
Kpfiq
¸
,
where K denotes the Koszul complex.
The functor ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚ intertwines pi˚ and pi‚:
pi‚ ˝ ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚ “ ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚ ˝ pi˚.
Indeed, it is enough to check it for the structure sheaf OFHilbfreen . Then the result follows from
the observation that
ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚pOFHilbfreen
q “
â
2ďiďjďn
Kpfijq,
where K is the Koszul complex and fij “ rX,Y sij.
Our strategy is to compare the pull-backs along the projection pi with the inclusion map
ind : Brn´1 Ñ Brn where Brn´1 is the subgroup of Brn generated by σi, i “ 2, . . . , n ´ 1.
The key property of the indk is that
ind1p11 b Φn´1pβqq “ Φnpindpβqq.
Another formula required for the proof is similar to the one used in the proof of the Markov
move [1]:
(4.3) ı˜˚pind1p11 b Cqq “ pi
‚p˜ı˚pCqq.
In order to prove it we recall the push-forward from [1, section 3.2, section 3.7]. We are
interested in the details of the push-forward i¯1˚ that appears in the definition of the functor
ind1.
The subspace X¯2pP1q Ă X¯2pGnq is defined by the equation gi1 “ 0, i “ 2, . . . , n where
X, g, Y are the coordinates on X¯2pGnq “ bn ˆ Gn ˆ nn. It is explained [1, section 6.3] the
push-forward i1˚pFq of F PMF
Tˆ
B2
`
X¯2pP1q
˘
is the matrix factorization:
F˜ bKδ1W¯ pgi1q,
where F˜ is a canonical extension of F to X¯2pGnq: F˜ |X¯2pP1q “ F (see details in [1, section 6.3])
and δ1W¯ “ W¯ ´ W¯ |g12“¨¨¨“g1n“0.
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If we set F “ p˚1p11 b Gq, G PMF
Tˆ
B2
`
X¯2pGn´1q
˘
in last formula we get
ı˜˚pindpGqq “ j
˚
e pi1˚pFqq “ j
˚
e pF˜q b j
˚
e pK
δ1W¯ pgi1qq.
Now let us observe that the first factor in the last formula is j˚e p11 bGq “ pi
˚pj˚e pGqq. On the
other hand j˚e pδ1W¯ q “ 0 and jepK
δ1W¯ pgi1qq “ K
´
j˚e p
BW¯
Bgi1
q
¯
. Since j˚e p
BW¯
Bgi1
qpX,Y q “ rX,Y s1i
the formula (4.3) follows.
For a Young tableau τ P SYTn let τ
1 P SYTn´1 be the tableau constructed by removing
the box labelled n from τ . Denote by λ1 the Young diagram corresponding to the tableau τ 1.
The formula 4.1 shows that
Qτ “ pindpQτ 1qq ¨
ź
lPCoutpλ1qzτ
pδ1 ´ q
2cplqq.
Let us denote the factor in the last formula by P pδ1q then we have the following equalities
in the K-theories:
ı˜˚pφnpQτ qq “ P pL1q˜ı˚pφnpindpQτ 1qqq “ P pL1q˜ı˚pind1p11 b φn´1pQT 1qqq “
P pL1qpi
‚p˜ı˚pφn´1pQτ 1qqq “ Cτ 1P pL1qpi
‚p˜ı˚ ˝ ı˜
˚prOAτ 1 sqq “ Cτ 1 ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚pP pL1qpi
˚prOAT 1 sqq “
Cτ ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚prOAτ sq.
In the last equality is because pi´1pAT 1q “
Ť
σ Aσ where σ P SYTn such that σzτ
1 P Coutpτ
1q.
If σzτ 1 “ l then pL1 ´ q
2cplqqAσ “ 0. Hence
P pL1qpi
˚pAτ 1q “
ź
lPCoutpτ 1qzτ
pq2cpl
1q ´ q2cplqq ¨ Aτ ,
where l1 “ τzτ 1.
4.5. Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. The elements ı˜˚ ˝ ı˜
˚pAτ q, τ P SYTn are linearly indepen-
dent in the group KC˚
`
DC
˚
q pFHilbnq
˘
. Indeed, the affine subvarieties Uτ “ FHilbn X Aτ
form C˚q -equivariant Cˇech cover of FHilbn and variety Uτ has only one C
˚
q -fixed point, hence
the skyscraper at the torus-fixed point δτ P KC˚
`
DC
˚
q pFHilbnq
˘
are non-trivial. Hence a non-
trivial relation between the elements ı˜˚˝ı˜
˚pAτ q contradicts the non-triviality ofKC˚
`
DC
˚
q pFHilbnq
˘
after taking product with elements δτ .
Thus the homomorphism ı˜˚ ˝φ : JMn Ñ KC˚
`
DC
˚
q pFHilbnq
˘
is injective, hence the restric-
tion of φ on JMn is also injective. On the other hand, if the homomorphism φ has a kernel,
the kernel is a non-trivial subsum of LHS of (4.2). That would contradict the injectivity of
the homomorphism of φ|JMn since JMn is generated by the diagonal entries of matrix algebras
of LHS (4.2).
5. DG schemes vs Matrix Factorizations
5.1. DG schemes and weak DG schemes. In this paper we take the perspective of [4] and
ignore all topological issues of the theory of dg schemes. The appendix of [4] was particularly
useful for writing our paper. The dg structure on FHilbnpC
2q differs slightly from the structure
from [4] because of the way we deal with group-equivariant structure. We define the dg
structure on ĄFMr,n as the one induced by
OĄFMr,n “ SX¯2,r rn_ Ñ Os
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where n_ is the trivial bundle over X¯2,r with fiber n
_ and the differential is matrix the strictly
upper-triangular part of rX,Y s. The term n_ is in the homological degree ´1 hence yields
the algebra Λ˚pn_q.
Similarly, an object ofDdgpĄFMr,nq over the quasi-affine dg schemeĄFMr,n is a pair `pP‚, dP q, λ˘,
where P‚ is a two-periodic complex of quasi-coherent sheaves, dP being its differential, while
λ is a map
λ : n_ b P‚ Ñ P‚´1,
such that λ2 “ 0 in the sense of the commutativity of the following diagram:
(5.1)
n_ b P‚´1
n_ b n_ b P‚´2 P‚
n_ b P‚´1
λλ
p1q
λp2q ´λ
We also require the homomorphisms λij to be compatible with the differential dP :
rdP , λijs “ rX,Y sij .
Thus the homomorphisms λij are homotopies that connect rX,Y sij with zero and the
condition (5.1) tells us that these homotopies anti-commute. Let us weaken the condition of
commutativity of (5.1) and obtain a bigger category D1pĄFMr,nq where the objects are triples
ppP, dP q, λ, χq, χ : n
_ b n_ b P‚´2 Ñ P‚,
χ being a homotopy between the composition of the top and bottom arrows in the diamond
(5.1). It is reasonable to call this category a derived category of coherent sheaves on the weak
dg scheme.
The central category in the main body of this paper as well as in [1],[2] is the subcategory of
the category DTˆB
`ĄFMfreer,n ˘ generated by the objects that are obtained by the pull-back functor
j˚e from elements of MF
Tˆ
B2pX¯2, W¯ q. Since the elements of this subcategory are supported onĄFMr,n there is a natural functor from this subcategory to theB-equivariant versionD1BpFMr,nq
of D1pĄFMr,nq. On the other hand there no obvious functor to a B-equivariant version of
DdgpĄFMr,nq
It appears though there is a way to relate our categories of matrix factorizations to the
category of sheaves on the dg-scheme FHilbn and we discuss our proposal in the next subsec-
tion. To be more precise we discuss the relation with sheaves on the dg-scheme of commuting
matrices, we choose to ignore the stability condition to simplify our notations.
5.2. Matrix factorizations. Let B´ Ă G be a subgroup of lower-triangular matrices, we
denote by G˝ Ă G the open subset B´ ¨ B and respectively X¯
˝
r,n “ X¯r,n X pb ˆG
˝ ˆ nˆ Vrq.
The open embedding u : X¯ 0r,n Ñ X¯r,n induces:
u˚ : MFTˆn,r ÑMF
Tˆ
n,r,˝ :“MF
Tˆ
n pX¯
˝
r,nq.
We expect the category MFTˆn,r,˝ to be closely related to the category D
bpFMn,rq. Our
optimism stems out of the Koszul duality in the following setting. Let us introduce the linear
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version of our potential:
W¯ linpX,Z, Y q “ TrpXrY,Zsq.
The linear Koszul duality then implies an isomorphism of categories:
MFpbˆ n´ ˆ n, W¯
linq » DbpCq,
where C is a commuting variety. On the other hand we can reduce the equivariant structure
in our original matrix factorization:
MFTˆB2pX¯
˝
r,n, W¯ q “MF
Tˆ
BpX¯
‚
r,n, W¯ q,
where X¯ ‚r,n “ X¯r,n X pbˆ U´ ˆ nˆ Vrq.
Ignoring the equivariant structure we could provisionally expect some close relation between
the two categories:
MFTˆ pbˆ n´ ˆ n, W¯
linq
?
“MFTˆ pbˆ U´ ˆ n, W¯ q.
At the moment we do not have a precise version of the equality above, we have a first order
approximation to the equality that we discuss below.
First we identify U´ and n´ by the exponential map. Under this identification we see that
W¯ linpX,Z, Y q “ W¯ pX,Z, Y q mod mpZq2,
where mpZq stands for the ideal generated by Zij . It also clear that these potentials differ
modulo mpZq3. Nevertheless the corresponding categories are equivalent in the following
sense.
Let us introduce the notation X¯„kn,r for the k-th infinitesimal neighborhood of the Z “ 0
locus inside X¯ ‚r,n. As we discussed before the restrictions of W¯
lin and W¯ on X¯„1r,n coincide, a
strengthening of this observation is the following:
Lemma 5.2.1. There is a natural isomorphism:
MFTˆ pX¯„2r,n , W¯
linq “MFTˆ pX¯„2r,n , W¯ q.
Proof. First we do the following change of variables:
pX,Z, Y q ÞÑ pX,Z, Y ´
1
2
rY,Zs``q.
Under this change of variables the potential W¯ turns into the potential:
W¯ 1pX,Z, Y q “ TrpXadZpY qq `
1
2
TrpXadZprY,Zs´qq ´
1
4
TrpXad2ZprY,Zs``qq
`
ÿ
kě3
1
k!
TrpXad3ZpY ´
1
2
rY,Zs``qq.
The last two terms are cubic Z, on the other hand the second is quadratic and it could
be rewritten in the form TrprX,Zs`rY,Zs´q. Since the second term inside Tr in the last
expression is proportional to BW¯BX hence if pD
1,Mq PMFTˆ p‚, W¯ 1q then the modified differential:
D2 “ D1 `
ÿ
ij
rX,Zsij
BD1
BXij
`
ÿ
ij,kl
B2D1
BXijBXkl
rX,ZsijrX,Zskl,
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module mpZq3 squares to
pD1q2 `
ÿ
ij
rX,Zsij rD
1,
BD1
BXij
s `
ÿ
ij,kl
ˆ
BD1
BXij
BD1
BXkl
`
„
B2D1
BXijBXkl
,D1
˙
rX,ZsijrX,Zskl “
W¯ 1 `
ÿ
ij
rX,Zsij
BW¯ 1
BXij
`
ÿ
ij,kl
B2W¯ 1
BXijBXkl
rX,Zsij rX,Zskl “ W¯
lin.
The last equality follows from the fact that W¯ 1 is linear ofX and that BW¯
1
BX “ rY,Zs mod mpZq
2
The maps between the spaces of morphisms could be reconstructed from the above consid-
erations. 
We expect there is an extension of our argument to the higher orders:
Conjecture 5.2.2. For every k ą 0 there is a natural functor
MFTˆ pX¯„2r,n , W¯
linq “MFTˆ pX¯„2r,n , W¯ q.
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